EXCELLENCE. TAILOR MADE.

THE
BREATHTAKING
COAST
type
destination
focus on

ITINERARY
AMALFI COAST
RELAX
GOURMET

Enjoy a leisurely luxury week on the breathtaking Amalfi Coast, exploring
the best of the region in unusual and amazing daily itineraries.
Stay in a glamorous exclusive hotel, surrounded by flowered gorgeous
gardens and faced on the emerald green water of the marvelous bay.

RAVELLO
POSITANO

AMALFI

SORRENTO

Enjoy private guided daily tours in the
beautiful glamorous seaside villages
such as picture-perfect Amalfi and
Positano, admiring the sensational
views and the architecture of
churches with majolica domes, and
the marvelous tiny fishermen coastal
villages as Vietri, famous for their
colored ceramics.
Love the fantastic excursions to
Capri and along the coast by private
luxury boat and have simply pleasant
strolls in the villages, exploring the
numerous elegant café and upscale
tiny shops, or just sip your cocktail
on the marvelous panoramic terrace
of your hotel overlooking the sea,
feeling like a star.

Have a marvelous day in the colorful
cliff-top town of Sorrento, celebrated
throughout the world for its view
and perfumes, and take the chance
to attend to an exclusive special
evening with a chamber music
concert in a villa perched atop the
cliffs in Ravello, a tiny hamlet with
breathtaking views and spectacular
panoramas that have no equal in the
world.
Don’t miss two masterpieces of
local culinary tradition: the pastiera
- typical Easter cake - and the
struffoli, good for all tastes and for
all seasons, and of course enjoy
local pasta and seafood recipes in
charming elegant restaurants!

CAPRI

HIGHLIGHTS
•

Accommodation in high-class 5 stars hotels
and luxury villas

•

Chauffeured private luxury car, including
transfers from/to airport

•

Amazing cooking class with mama

•

Pizza cooking class

•

Limoncello workshop

•

Vintage car driving on Amalfi Coast

•

Workshop in an artisanal ceramic atelier

•

Visit to a fashion atelier, famous for “Capri
pants”

•

Luxury cruise to Capri and excursions by
private boat along the coast

•

Private guided visit to Amalfi, Positano,
Sorrento and Ravello

VIETRI

DRIVING A
VINTAGE CAR
ALONG THE COAST
Could you imagine something better than
drive a classic car along the Amalfi Coast’s
winding panoramic and curvy roads?

CAPRI ISLAND

PRIVATE BOAT CRUISE

Have a pleasant day in the gorgeous
renowned island of Capri: a cocktail of
stunning nature, fine art and bright high
society that has few equivalent in the world!
Be captivated by the emotional visit to
Faraglioni – iconic symbol of the island - and
to the marvelous Blue Grotto as well as by the
hidden secret coves in the island.

Experience the exclusive daily transfers on
board of an astonishing private boat, cruising
among the amazing spots along the Amalfi
Coast.

Enjoy the luxury fashion shops and fall in love
with Jackie O’s favorite slim-fitting trousers,
still hand made in the Adriana’s workshop.

The captain will be your private guide and will
suggest you the best places to plunge into the
depths or where simply have a swim. Enjoy
a fresh fruit cocktail on board admiring the
marvelous panorama of the coast from the
boat deck, avoiding crowd and the intense car
traffic on the coast.

TAILOR-MADE EXPERIENCE BE A CERAMIST FOR A DAY
Each ceramic of Vietri sul Mare is
unique: they are hand-painted and
there isn’t - and never will be - an
object like another!
It is a centuries-old tradition and

is carried forward in selected
hamlets and fishing villages where
the ceramics decorate also streets
and roads, making the urban and
coastal landscape even more
evocative.

Challenge your manual and artistic
ability in a creative workshop in a
small artisanal laboratory, under
the careful guidance of the owner
and expert art master.

Have a special day enjoying the driving
pleasure and going back to the past driving a
famous and popular Fiat 500 or a convertible
Volkswagen Beetle or – why not? – a luxury
vintage car as Ferrari or Jaguar.
Do not miss this unforgettable experience
and be fascinated by the awesome colors and
smells of the coast! Enjoy it!

EXPERIENCES
Following are some achievable experiences you can live during your stay: unforgettable moments that will make your holiday unique!

LIMONCELLO WORKSHOP

RELAXING DAY

PIZZA COOKING CLASS

The lemons certainly are one of
the most renowned products
of the Amalfi Coast and they
have become a symbol of this
area. Attend at a limoncello
workshop in a private home:
follow carefully the ancient
traditional recipe to prepare
this excellent liquor.
Enjoy it!

Free your mind, body and soul
with an amazing pampering
session at the luxury hotel Spa.

In this awesome holiday it
cannot miss a special cooking
lesson about the most
typical recipe, the authentic
Neapolitan pizza.

Imagine stretching out under
an azure-blue sky as the
comforting breeze envelops
your body and a masseuse
skillfully removes your stresses
and strains…

SOME OF OUR
PREFERRED
ACCOMODATIONS

CARUSO
(Ravello)

Learn the differences between
the classic fresh mozzarella
and the one made with the
“bufala” milk.
IL SAN PIETRO
(Positano)

J.K. PLACE
(Capri)

CONTACT US
FOR MORE INFO
ON THIS TOUR
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